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241 responses

Summary See complete responses

What is your nationality?

Indonesia 9 4%

Philippines 232 96%

Others 0 0%

What are the features that you want to? (You can select more than one checkbox)

Interact in a social network specially created for you and friends with same background, hobbies, jobs, nationality, or etc

Register online for outings and events organized by H.O.M.E.

Take picture, upload, view and tag friends

Post status

Find emergency and help contacts from H.O.M.E. and other agencies (one click phone call button)

Speak to the phone and the app will translate it into text for messages or status update

People may select more than one checkbox, so percentages may add up to more than 100%.

What features do you use most on Facebook?

Check out my friends’ Facebook profiles 83 34%

Post facebook status 129 54%

Upload pictures from gathering, outing and tag my friends 165 68%

Check out Facebook Newsfeed 209 87%

Other 26 11%

People may select more than one checkbox, so percentages may add up to more than

100%.

What is your favourite/most-used app on your (smart)phone?

facebook facebook Facebook google facbook facebook and yahoo news ebuddy Facebook facebook, messenger, skype, google talk, twitter

facebook Facebook,Skype,Google facebook Facebook facebook whatsApp Facebook facebo ...

What languages do you speak?

Bahasa Indonesia 7 3%

Bahasa Melayu 11 5%

Burmese 0 0%

English 215 89%

Filipino 223 93%

Mandarin 9 4%

Vietnamese 0 0%

Other 5 2%

People may select more than one checkbox, so percentages may add up to more than

100%.

Rank the usefulness of the following features from a scale of 1 to 5 - The app is able to translate what you speak to text to send message to your friends

1 45 19%

2 19 8%
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3 39 16%

4 56 23%

5 82 34%

Rank the usefulness of the following features from a scale of 1 to 5 - Emergency button to notify and help HOME locate you when you are in trouble

1 35 15%

2 7 3%

3 12 5%

4 27 11%

5 160 66%

Rank the usefulness of the following features from a scale of 1 to 5 - See all updates of your friends from other social networks such as facebook, twitter

in one place

1 35 15%

2 21 9%

3 37 15%

4 51 21%

5 97 40%

Number of daily responses


